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Abstract

A new model for the shape of the magnetopause is presented using a closed-form analytic function known as a tractrix. This

shape is derived from several physics-based underpinnings, eliminating the need for fitting ad-hoc functional forms that, while

convenient, are not physically motivated. One feature of the magnetopause predicted by this model is that the magnetotail

flares outward until it reaches a constant width, a feature that has significant observational evidence but is seldom represented in

functional forms of the magnetopause shape. To optimize the parameters of this model, a dataset of over 13,000 magnetopause

crossings from THEMIS/ARTEMIS, Cluster, Geotail, Interball, and several other spacecraft is utilized. Using a Bayesian

approach combined with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to estimate the posterior probability distribution in

parameter space, the maximum likelihood parameters for the model that optimize its performance on this dataset are determined.

The modelâ\euros performance is compared to that of other popular models of the magnetopause with a focus on their relative

performance, and is shown to outperform models that assume the tail flares outward to infinity at far distances. The optimized

model more accurately predicts magnetopause position along the tail than other popular static analytic magnetopause models,

while still being easy to implement for a variety of applications.
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Key Points:7

• A new functional form for the shape of the magnetopause is derived directly from8

a handful of physical assumptions about the magnetopause.9

• The tractrix model was optimized on a novel dataset of 901 magnetopause cross-10

ings at lunar distances observed with ARTEMIS-P1 combined with a very large11

dataset of near-Earth and nose magnetopause crossings.12

• The tractrix model shows good performance across both regimes covered by this13

dataset, and is even able to outperform more complex non-axisymmetric models.14
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Abstract15

A new model for the shape of the magnetopause is presented using a closed-form ana-16

lytic function known as a tractrix. This shape is derived from several physics-based un-17

derpinnings, eliminating the need for fitting ad-hoc functional forms that, while conve-18

nient, are not physically motivated. One feature of the magnetopause predicted by this19

model is that the magnetotail flares outward until it reaches a constant width, a feature20

that has significant observational evidence but is seldom represented in functional forms21

of the magnetopause shape. To optimize the parameters of this model, a dataset of over22

13,000 magnetopause crossings from THEMIS/ARTEMIS, Cluster, Geotail, Interball,23

and several other spacecraft is utilized. Using a Bayesian approach combined with a Markov24

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to estimate the posterior probability distribution25

in parameter space, the maximum likelihood parameters for the model that optimize its26

performance on this dataset are determined. The model’s performance is compared to27

that of other popular models of the magnetopause with a focus on their relative perfor-28

mance, and is shown to outperform models that assume the tail flares outward to infin-29

ity at far distances. The optimized model more accurately predicts magnetopause po-30

sition along the tail than other popular static analytic magnetopause models, while still31

being easy to implement for a variety of applications.32

Plain Language Summary33

The boundary marking the edge of the extent of Earth’s magnetic field into inter-34

planetary space is known as the magnetopause. At this boundary, a great deal of phys-35

ically interesting phenomena occur. Namely, it is the surface at which magnetic recon-36

nection takes place, locally converting magnetic energy into kinetic energy and broadly37

opening Earth’s magnetosphere to the driving solar wind which fuels geomagnetic storms.38

In order to predict the location of this surface, empirical models describing the location39

of the magnetopause have been developed in the past. However, none of these models40

have been more directly derived from the physics of the magnetopause. Instead, mod-41

els generally assume some convenient shape, such as a conic section. In this paper, a new42

empirical model for the magnetopause shape that is based on the physics of the mag-43

netopause is presented, along with some demonstrations that it has as good or better44

predictive power than other popular, more complex magnetopause models.45

1 Introduction46

Empirical models describing the shape of the magnetopause generally use ad-hoc47

functional forms that are fit to spacecraft observations of magnetopause crossing loca-48

tions. This approach is about as old as spacecraft observations of the magnetopause them-49

selves (e.g. Spreiter et al. (1966)), and as understanding of the magnetospheric system50

has increased, so too has the complexity of models trying to describe it. Some early mod-51

els were completely static with no dependence on solar wind parameters (Howe & Bin-52

sack, 1972), whereas some models created more recently have functional forms with more53

than 20 tunable parameters (Lin et al., 2010).54

The most popular functional forms for empirical magnetopause models have been55

conic sections. The first model to include a dependence on the z component of the IMF56

used an ellipse and hyperbola to describe an open or closed magnetopause (Fairfield, 1971).57

The form has been adopted in numerous models at the Earth (Holzer & Slavin, 1978;58

Shue et al., 1997, 1998; Chao et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011) and elsewhere59

in the solar system (Winslow et al., 2013). These models generally control the subsolar60

point as well as the opening angle α, which determines to what extent the magnetopause61

is open (parabola or hyperbola) or closed (elliptical). This angle is often called the “flar-62

ing angle”. These two parameters are controlled by solar wind conditions, typically the63

IMF Bz and dynamic pressure, using some tuning parameters. Most are axisymmetric64
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about the Sun-Earth line, but there are notable exceptions that predict North-South and/or65

East-West asymmetries. These models are generally highly complex, with some mod-66

els having 18 or even 20 tuning parameters (Lin et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011).67

One notable feature of conic section based models is that the magnetopause dis-68

tance either expands indefinitely in the distant tail or closes at some distance to form69

an ellipse. Although some numerical modeling results find a tail width consistent with70

this behavior (Ogino et al., 1992; Welling & Ridley, 2010; Park et al., 2015), many ob-71

servations of the distant tail magnetopause show a similar opening width for large stretches72

of the distant tail without any outward flaring (Maezawa, 1975; Slavin et al., 1983; Fair-73

field, 1992; Kivelson et al., 1993; Hasegawa, 2002). Such observations have led many to74

propose that the magnetotail reaches a constant asymptotic opening width, a proposal75

that is supported by some magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modeling of the magnetotail76

(Borovsky, 2012). Conic sections mathematically cannot reproduce this behavior. This77

could make such models less suitable for use in the tail, which can be a problem when78

incorporating observations from lunar satellites, for example.79

Another popular method is to use a piecewise approach, specifying a separate func-80

tional form for different areas of the magnetopause. Frequently these regions are the day-81

side and the nightside, generally using a conic section for the dayside and an inverse trigono-82

metric function (Petrinec & Russell, 1993, 1996), another conic section (Kuznetsov &83

Suvorova, 1998), or a cylinder (Kawano et al., 1999) for the nightside. There are also mod-84

els that attempt to account for North-South or dawn-dusk asymmetries by describing85

different magnetic latitude regimes such as the cusp with different functions (Boardsen86

et al., 2000).87

Only recently have databases of magnetopause crossings become large enough for88

machine learning algorithms to be implemented for magnetopause modeling (A. Dmitriev89

et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Machine learning algorithms have proven to be very ef-90

fective tools for uncovering underlying structure in higher-dimensional data, and mag-91

netopause models constructed using machine learning algorithms can be very accurate.92

However, they do have limitations, such as strong dependence on the assumptions fed93

into the model as well as dependence on the criterion used to evaluate the performance94

of the model after each training cycle (known as the loss function). Perhaps the biggest95

barrier is that the model has no set functional form, which means that users must have96

the database in hand and run the model for a desired set of driving conditions in order97

to get a magnetopause surface. This drastically limits the utility of these models.98

One limitation shared by all current empirical magnetopause models that despite99

all their complexity, the functional forms they use are still ad-hoc. In this paper a new100

functional form that has the goal of describing the physical world through known and101

observed physics is presented. This functional form is a closed-form analytic function that102

is easy to use to fit and predict magnetopause crossings on the dayside and nightside,103

including the asymptotic constant-diameter magnetotail.104

2 Derivation of the Functional Form105

First, some basic physical assumptions are used to build up the overall form of the106

model and make the mathematics tractable. When constructing a model of any type,107

the decisions that most affect the representational power of the end product are the as-108

sumptions and simplifications made in order to construct it. Taking MHD models of the109

magnetosphere as an example, the closures for higher order moments of the Vlasov equa-110

tion, the abbreviated model for ionosphere coupling, and other simplified versions of highly111

complex processes are deeply important. For empirical magnetopause models the assump-112

tions made when constructing the model function in order to simplify the mathemat-113

ics into an analytic closed-form solution have similar importance. If one assumes that114
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the magnetopause is a conic section, that is necessarily a simplification of the physics115

involved made so the problem is tractable. Here a similar approach is taken, except the116

initial assumptions are not made about the functional form itself but about a simplified117

model of solar wind flow diverting around the magnetosphere. By moving one level deeper,118

so to speak, the aim is to construct a model with greater representational power than119

current empirical models that can still be packaged as an analytic function, a form fac-120

tor that has proven to be of great utility to the magnetospheric modeling community (Howe121

& Binsack, 1972; Roelof & Sibeck, 1993; Petrinec & Russell, 1996; Shue et al., 1998; Chao122

et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011). By deriving the function on this basis, sub-123

sequent modifications to the model can also be made by examining the assumptions, mod-124

ifying them, and observing the resulting change, instead of simply substituting one ad-125

hoc functional form for another.126

To that end, the problem is considered in two dimensions so that it is tractable and127

so that an analytic closed-form solution can be found. In practice the model can be ro-128

tated about the Sun-Earth line to generate a three dimensional model surface. The x129

axis is defined as the solar wind flow direction, which is considered to be parallel to it-130

self everywhere as it strikes the magnetopause surface and is diverted. This is a simpli-131

fication because upstream of the magnetopause there exists a standing bow shock. When132

the solar wind flow passes through this shock, it senses the downstream magnetopause133

and starts to divert around it, therefore the flow is not truly one dimensional when it134

encounters the magnetopause surface. The function that is eventually derived has two135

control parameters: the subsolar point distance from Earth and the asymptotic magne-136

totail width, both of which are expected to vary with solar wind conditions. Based on137

how they are expected to vary with solar wind conditions, functional forms for these con-138

trol parameters are motivated. This yields the full form of the magnetopause model.139

2.1 Derivation of the Tractrix Functional Form140

To derive the functional form for the magnetopause shape, assume that the mag-141

netopause is a constant-pressure surface defined by pressure balance between the Earth’s142

magnetosphere and solar wind pressure sources. The assumption that the magnetopause143

is a constant pressure surface is of course not strictly true in reality. However, the as-144

sumption is justified for several reasons. In steady state MHD simulations pressure in-145

stabilities between regions of the magnetopause surface are equalized fairly efficiently,146

resulting in a magnetopause that is close enough to a constant pressure surface for this147

assumption to be justified. For non-steady-state solar wind conditions, it could certainly148

be the case that sharp gradients or shears in solar wind conditions could occur so quickly149

that the instability cannot be equalized fast enough for the assumption to hold. How-150

ever, since the tractrix model is explicitly a static model that does not apply to situa-151

tions where the time history of the solar wind flow is important, there is sufficient jus-152

tification for the assumption to be made to motivate a model. To simplify, consider the153

solar wind ram pressure (also known as dynamic pressure) to be the only solar wind pres-154

sure source impinging on the magnetosphere. This is a good assumption, as in the en-155

tirety of the currently available one-minute-averaged solar wind conditions available in156

the OMNI database [1981-2019] dynamic pressure is generally two orders of magnitude157

larger than magnetic or proton thermal pressures (see Figure 1). Thermal pressure does158

become more important, however, as tail flare angle gets closer and closer to zero as one159

moves down the tail (Collier et al., 1998).160

The geometry referred to in the subsequent derivation is shown in Figure 2. Con-161

sider a tangent line (shown in grey) to the equal pressure surface (shown in teal), and162

call the angle this tangent line forms with the horizontal θ. If v(x) is the solar wind flow163

velocity at some x position, the component of the solar wind flow velocity normal to the164

magnetopause surface at that x position is therefore v(x)sinθ, a purely geometrical ar-165

gument relying on the assumption that the flow is everywhere parallel to the horizon-166
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Figure 1. Histogram of solar wind pressure sources in the past 38 years [1981-2019] of one

minute averaged solar wind data available in the OMNI database. Ram pressure (yellow), also

known as dynamic pressure, is generally two orders of magnitude greater than magnetic (blue) or

proton thermal (pink) pressure for the entirety of the times considered.

v(x)

w

y(x)

θΔxtangent

v0

y

x

Earth

w

s

Figure 2. The tractrix model in two dimensions, with the x axis starting at the nose of the

magnetopause. The magnetopause surface is shown in teal, and the tangent line is shown in grey.

Via the relation given in Equation 6, the distance from the tangent point to the x axis is a con-

stant value along the surface w (shown in red), equal to the height the curve reaches above the x

axis at 0 (shown also in red). The solar wind flow direction is shown in gold. The distance from

the subsolar point to the Earth s is shown at top, and is used to convert from the coordinates

shown in the figure to GSE coordinates. Geometrically, the solar wind flow velocity normal to the

magnetopause surface is v(x)sinθ.

tal. The ram pressure on the magnetopause surface can therefore be written as Kρmv(x)2sin2θ.167

In this case, ρm is the solar wind mass density, and K is the momentum transfer coef-168

ficient (K < 1 for fluid-like momentum transfer, K = 1 for inelastic momentum trans-169

fer, and K = 2 for elastic momentum transfer (Fairfield, 1971)). Note that here θ de-170

notes the angle the tangent line to the surface makes with the horizontal, not a polar171

coordinate. In reality this ram pressure is balanced through the magnetosheath to the172

magnetopause, and in the process is transferred into other pressure sources.173

Calling the assumed constant surface pressure Psurf allows the prior argument to
be represented as the equation

Kρmv(x)2 sin2 θ = Psurf (1)
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Then assume that the flow is incompressible, an approach which has ample precedent174

(Roberts et al., 1991; Goldstein & Roberts, 1999). At the subsolar point, the flow ve-175

locity is equal to the upstream flow velocity v0 and θ = π/2 (the flow is entirely per-176

pendicular). The ram pressure applied to this point on the equal pressure surface is there-177

fore178

Kρmv
2
0 = Psurf (2)

which can be combined with Equation 1 to obtain

Kρmv
2
0 = Kρmv(x)2 sin2 θ (3)

which can be rearranged to yield the relation

sin θ =
v0
v(x)

(4)

Since sin θ < 1, Equation 4 implies that the flow speed increases around the flanks179

of the magnetopause, which is routinely observed by spacecraft (Walsh et al., 2012; Dim-180

mock & Nykyri, 2013) and is a feature of gas dynamic calculations (Spreiter & Alksne,181

1969). It is important to note that gas dynamic models predict no solar wind flow at the182

subsolar point (referred to as the stagnation point) with the plasma pressure being en-183

tirely thermal at this point. Since in this analysis the fact that dynamic pressure is bal-184

anced from the solar wind into the magnetosheath and then to the magnetopause is ne-185

glected, there exists some flow at the subsolar point for this model.186

The particle flux per unit length that enters from the left of Figure 2 (Sun direc-187

tion) at x = 0 is n ∗ v0 ∗ w where n is the number density of the solar wind plasma.188

Since the flow is assumed to be incompressible, n is constant and particle flux conser-189

vation yields the relation (Also known as Bernoulli’s Principle)190

n ∗ v0 ∗ w = n ∗ v(x) ∗ y(x)⇒ v0
v(x)

=
y(x)

w
(5)

which, combined with Equation 4, yields the relation

sin θ =
y(x)

w
(6)

Assuming the flow is incompressible results in some tension with assumptions made pre-191

viously, namely that the “diverting” component of the flow velocity is ignored which re-192

quires some compression at the magnetopause boundary. Referring again to Figure 2,193

Equation 6 means that the distance from the tangent point on the curve to the point where194

the tangent line intersects the x axis is always a constant value w. This is the definition195

of a curve known as a tractrix or “hundkurve” (Lawrence, 2014).196

The differential equation describing this curve can be obtained geometrically through197

evaluating the reciprocal of the slope of the tangent line. Considering the triangle formed198

in the bottom right of Figure 2, the reciprocal of the slope can be calculated by noting199

that ∆xtangent =
√
w2 − y(x)2 and that ∆y = y(x):200

∆xtangent
∆y

= −
√
w2 − y(x)2

y(x)
=
dx

dy
(7)

which has solution

x = w ln
w +

√
w2 − y(x)2

y(x)
−

√
w2 − y(x)2 (8)
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which is the formula for a tractrix in Cartesian coordinates.201

To recast Equation 8 into geophysically useful coordinates, it can be transformed202

into aberrated Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (with negative xGSE directed203

downtail and centered on Earth rather than defined by the subsolar point) with the co-204

ordinate transform205

x = −(xGSE − s) (9)

y(x) = w − yGSE (10)

where s is the upstream distance of the magnetopause subsolar point and the y axis is
oriented so that the subsolar point is located on the x axis instead of above it. Since this
model is axisymmetric, one could also use xGSM (which is the same as xGSE) and yGSM

(which is still in the yGSE − zGSE plane). Thus the overall form of the tractrix mag-
netopause surface is given by a more convenient form of Equation 8:

xGSE = s− w ln
w +

√
w2 − (w − yGSE)2

w − yGSE
+

√
w2 − (w − yGSE)2 (11)

2.2 Width and Standoff Functional Form206

The two parameters s and w in Equation 11 control the model’s response to so-207

lar wind conditions. s, the distance of the subsolar point from the Earth, is a common208

parameter in empirical models (Petrinec & Russell, 1996; Shue et al., 1997, 1998, e.g.).209

w, the asymptotic tail width, is the asymptotic width to which the magnetopause flares210

outward along the tail. Many other empirical models, such as Shue et al. (1998), pre-211

dict that the tail continues to flare outward infinitely with distance from the Earth, or212

close for northward IMF. Some work has found that the magnetotail continues to flare213

in one plane but flattens out in another (Sibeck & Lin, 2014). On the basis that both214

parameters represent a pressure standoff between solar wind pressure sources and the215

Earth’s magnetosphere, the same overall functional form shall be used for both in this216

study.217

For this study, s and w are chosen to be controlled by solar wind dynamic pres-218

sure and the sine rectifier of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) only. As previously219

shown, the dominant pressure term in the solar wind is the dynamic pressure, therefore220

it is the only solar wind pressure term included here. The sine rectifier of the IMF is a221

measure of the magnitude of the shear between the IMF and the Earth’s magnetic field222

that takes into account the total magnitude of the draped IMF, unlike using Bz alone.223

Mathematically, the sine rectifier of the IMF is given by BS = BIMF sin2(θC/2) where224

BIMF is the IMF magnetic field magnitude and θC = tan−1(
By

Bz
) is the solar wind clock225

angle. For instance, a clock angle θC = π (i.e. By = 0, Bz < 0) results in BS = BIMF .226

This is because the IMF is entirely oppositely directed to Earth’s magnetic field. A clock227

angle θC = π/2 (i.e. By > 0, Bz = 0) results in BS = 0.5BIMF . This is because the228

draped IMF still has some shear against Earth’s magnetic field, despite the fact that Bz =229

0. The sine rectifier of the IMF is frequently used in solar wind-magnetosphere coupling230

functions, and has been shown to be more highly correlated with many different indi-231

cators of magnetospheric activity resulting from magnetic reconnection than Bz alone232

(Perreault & Akasofu, 1978; Kan & Lee, 1979; Vasyliunas et al., 1982; Newell et al., 2007).233

Magnetic reconnection controls magnetopause current systems and therefore the posi-234

tion and shape of the boundary (Sibeck et al., 1991; Roelof & Sibeck, 1993; Borovsky,235

2013), thus BS should be included as a control parameter in the functional form for s236

and w. Other parameters have been shown to have an effect on the shape of Earth’s mag-237

netopause, but will not be considered in this study for simplicity. Namely, Earth’s dipole238

tilt angle has been shown to drive oblateness in the magnetopause shape (Liu et al., 2012;239
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Wang et al., 2013), but since the tractrix model is axisymmetric, it cannot reproduce oblate-240

ness and therefore dipole tilt dependence is not included in the model.241

If one were to assume that Earth’s magnetic field intensity falls off radially as some
power law, i.e.

B(r) = B0(
RE

r
)n (12)

for some n > 1 where B0 is the equatorial magnetic field at the Earth’s surface, bal-
ancing the solar wind dynamic pressure against the magnetic pressure of Earth’s mag-
netic field at a standoff distance rs yields

Pdyn =
B2

0(RE

rs
)2n

2µ0
(13)

which can be rearranged to yield the relation

rs ∝ P−1/2n
dyn (14)

for some n > 1. Therefore one should expect that standoff distance varies with dynamic242

pressure as a power law, an approach that is used in many empirical models (Shue et243

al., 1998; Chao et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2010).244

Magnetic reconnection at the nose drives currents that erode Earth’s magnetic field
and allows the standoff position to move inward. Using BS as an indicator of the recon-
nection rate at the nose, one expects a generally smaller standoff position with increas-
ing BS . Therefore a simple linear dependence is used for BS , yielding the overall forms
of the standoff and width functions

s = (s0 + s1BS)P
−1/s2
dyn (15)

w = (w0 + w1BS)P
−1/w2

dyn (16)

Each of these functions has three tuning parameters given by s0 through s2 and w0 through245

w2, respectively. Thus the overall form of the tractrix model has six tuning parameters246

and accepts only two solar wind parameters (Pdyn and BS) as input, making it one of247

the simplest empirical models in terms of functional complexity.248

It is important to note that this account of magnetic reconnection has some lim-249

itations. Magnetic reconnection-driven magnetopause erosion has been observed to sat-250

urate for extreme values of BS or shear magnetic field (Siscoe, 2002; Yang, 2003; Rid-251

ley, 2005; Shepherd, 2007). A simple linear relation as used in this study cannot repro-252

duce this behavior. This simple linear relation also assumes that the magnetopause po-253

sition varies instantaneously with IMF variations. For more northward-oriented IMF,254

magnetic reconnection is anticipated to still occur however at a lower rate due to recon-255

nection poleward of the cusp. Past observations and modeling have shown that magnetic256

reconnection does indeed occur at these high latitudes for northward IMF, but offered257

inconclusive evidence for a rearrangement of the magnetopause location and shape (Avanov258

et al., 2001; Le et al., 2001). The relation presented in this study depends only on shear259

between the IMF and Earth’s magnetic field on the equatorward side of the cusp, there-260

fore it cannot reproduce any effects caused by cusp reconnection (if they exist).261

3 Model Optimization262

In order to constrain the tractrix model’s tuning parameters, it is fit to a combined263

dataset of over 13,000 magnetopause crossings. These crossings cover a broad spatial ex-264

tent and include an extensive dataset used in Wang et al. (2013). One of the major strengths265

of the tractrix model is its potential ability to more accurately model tail behavior com-266

pared to other popular empirical models. It follows that to best optimize this model to267

–8–
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a dataset, it is desirable for that dataset to include magnetopause crossings at points down-268

tail where the tail has reached or is close to reaching its asymptotic width. However, mag-269

netopause crossings in the tail are relatively rare when compared to crossings close to270

the Earth and in the nose due to the limited amount of spacecraft that have flown through271

the distant tail. This scarcity has driven some researchers to fit empirical models to mag-272

netohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (Lu et al., 2011) rather than trying to fit them273

to small spacecraft datasets. Here a sufficient database with over 900 magnetopause cross-274

ings obtained with the ARTEMIS-P1 (formerly THEMIS-B) spacecraft in the deep mag-275

netotail was compiled in order to model the tail. Finally, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo276

(MCMC) method is used to find the optimal parameters for the tractrix model for these277

combined datasets.278

3.1 ARTEMIS Dataset279

The Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics of the Moon’s280

Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) constellation is a continuation of the Time His-281

tory of Events and Macroscale Interactions During Substorms (THEMIS) mission con-282

sisting of two spacecraft (formerly THEMIS-B and THEMIS-C) inserted into an ellip-283

tical lunar orbit (Angelopoulos, 2008). This orbit with radius of about 60RE provides284

an excellent environment to measure magnetopause crossings far enough downtail to con-285

strain the tail width function.286

Magnetopause crossings were selected according to the following paradigm: Plasma287

and field measurements were surveyed through visual inspection for clear transitions from288

narrow to broad distributions in the ion spectra (magnetosheath to magnetosphere) and289

rotations in the magnetic field. Importantly, one spacecraft orbital pass was allowed to290

contain multiple magnetopause crossings, corresponding to the boundary sweeping over291

the spacecraft repeatedly. This is done for several reasons, the first being that in MHD292

simulations the tail has been observed to move rapidly due to shears in the solar wind293

conditions (Borovsky, 2012). Including multiple crossings due to this “flapping” can help294

to mitigate or “average out” these effects. This is also done to preserve continuity with295

the Wang et al. (2013) data set, detailed in Section 3.2. While this does weight the database296

slightly toward passes with multiple crossings, studies using this paradigm have found297

that it does not prevent the model from being a good fit for observations (Wang et al.,298

2013). An example magnetopause crossing is shown in Figure 3 to demonstrate the se-299

lection criteria.300

Using this paradigm, 901 magnetopause crossings were identified in ARTEMIS-P1
data from August 8th, 2011 to December 5th, 2017. In order to take into account the re-
alignment of the magnetotail in response to the direction of the solar wind, the positions
of these crossings were transformed from GSE coordinates into solar wind aberrated GSE
coordinates. As implemented by A. V. Dmitriev (2003), this coordinate system attempts
to correct for aberrations in the central position of the magnetotail due to the motion
of the Earth around the sun through the solar wind as well as the direction of the so-
lar wind flow relative to the Earth via a series of two rotations. These rotations attempt
to align the x axis of the GSE coordinate system with the solar wind flow direction in-
stead of the Sun-Earth line. The angles α and β are defined to be the rotation angles
of the x axis in the y and the z flow direction, respectively. With all position variables
and velocities given in GSE coordinates, the angles and combined rotation matrix are
given by

α = tan−1(
vy + 30km

s

|vx|
) (17)

β = tan−1(
vz√

v2x + (vy + 30km
s )2

) (18)
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Figure 3. ARTEMIS-P1 magnetic field and ion energy spectrum data displaying several mag-

netopause crossings that occurred on September 14th 2011 from 1750 to 1900 UTC. These data

show three clear magnetic field rotations from a strongly GSE X-aligned field to a turbulent field,

which occurs at the same time as transitions from a low energy plasma energy spectra to a region

with highly thermalized plasma. This is consistent with a transition from the magnetosheath into

the southern lobe. The positions of the crossings are chosen to be the black vertical dotted lines

at 1750, 1820, and 1900 UTC.

xGSE,ab

yGSE,ab

zGSE,ab

 =

cosα cosβ − sinα cosβ − sinβ
sinα cosα 0

cosα sinβ − sinα sinβ cosβ

xGSE

yGSE

zGSE

 (19)

Note the presence of 30km
s in Equations 17 and 18, which is included to re-insert the or-301

bital velocity of the Earth through the solar wind that is subtracted off in the OMNI dataset.302

Using data from a number of missions collected in the OMNI database (King, 2005)303

each crossing was associated with solar wind velocity and dynamic pressure, as well as304

IMF sine rectifier BS . Any crossing missing one or more of these parameters was removed305

from the dataset. Finally, the GSE positions of the remaining crossings were shifted into306

this aberrated coordinate system. Note that the solar wind parameters were not shifted307

to the location of each crossing downtail. This is done mainly for the reason that the so-308

lar wind data for the tail crossings should be treated in the same way as solar wind con-309

ditions for the near-Earth crossing detailed in the subsequent section. Furthermore, the310

goal of this model is to generate a magnetopause surface from given instantaneous so-311

lar wind conditions, so training the model on solar wind data propagated to each cross-312

ing would not be in line with the end use of the model. In the end, cuts for incomplete313

OMNI data resulted in a magnetotail dataset of 649 magnetopause crossings, the spa-314

tial distribution of which is can be seen in Figure 4.315

When considering Figure 4, it is important to note that the apparent elliptical struc-316

ture of magnetopause observations on the right side of the figure is not due to under-317

lying structure of the magnetopause, but due to the fact that the ARTEMIS spacecraft318

are in orbit around the moon and are thus constrained to a roughly 10RE wide band around319

lunar orbit. This orbital constraint induces a sampling bias, where the farther downtail320

the observation is made, the smaller the magnetotail widths that can be sampled. The321

reverse is true closer to the Earth, where only large tail widths can be sampled. This ef-322

fect is clearest in the “top-down” (xGSE-yGSE plane) plot in Figure 4, where the obser-323

vations are spread about a roughly circular path with radius ≈ 60RE , which is the av-324

erage lunar orbit distance. Phrased another way, it is not the case that the magnetopause325

is never observed in the regions shown in the bottom left and top right of the right plot326
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Figure 4. Projections of the spatial distribution of the ARTEMIS-obtained dataset. On the

left, clockwise from top are GSE Y-X, Y-Z, and X-Z plots which provide a “top-down”, “nose-

on”, and “left-facing” view of the dataset, respectively. On the right is the same dataset folded

about the GSE X axis. The Y axis is labeled as “ρ” with reference to a cylindrical coordinate

system oriented along the GSE x-axis (ρ =
√
y2 + z2). Note a strong sampling bias in GSE X in-

duced by the lunar orbit: in the very far tail only small magnetotail widths are sampled, whereas

in the “near” tail only very large magnetotail widths are sampled.

on Figure 4 because it doesn’t exist in those regions, it is instead the case that there is327

never a spacecraft present in those regions to sample the magnetopause location. Sim-328

ilar effects can be observed in other magnetopause crossing datasets acquired using the329

ARTEMIS spacecraft (Mieth et al., 2018; Gencturk Akay et al., 2019).330

3.2 Wang et al. Dataset331

In order to constrain the tractrix model in spatial regions close to the Earth, a very332

large collection of magnetopause crossings previously used to train and validate a ma-333

chine learning model of the near-Earth magnetopause (Wang et al., 2013) is utilized. The334

original dataset included 15,089 crossings assembled from 23 different satellites between335

November 1966 and November 2008, with associated solar wind conditions. Multiple mag-336

netopause crossings per spacecraft pass were counted as separate crossings, as with the337

ARTEMIS dataset. Since the crossings in this dataset were obtained over a long time338

period, some of the crossings have higher quality solar wind data than others. In order339

to ensure that only crossings with the highest-quality solar wind data are used, all cross-340

ings obtained before 1981 are cut out, which is when minute-averaged solar wind con-341

ditions became available in the OMNI database. All crossings obtained after this year342

use the minute-averaged solar wind conditions. Performing this cut yields a reduced dataset343

of 12,522 magnetopause crossings obtained with eight spacecraft missions, the specific344

distribution of which is detailed in Table 1. Over half of these crossings come from the345

THEMIS constellation. The spatial distribution of this dataset is shown in Figure 5.346

3.3 MCMC Fit Procedure347

In order to optimize the tractrix model’s performance on this combined dataset,348

a Bayesian framework was used to construct the posterior probability distribution of the349

model parameters given the combined dataset, then a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)350

method was used to estimate this posterior distribution and determine which parame-351
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Satellite Date Range No.

AMTE CCE 1984 August - 1988 December 29
AMTE IRM 1984 August - 1986 January 36

Cluster 1 2001 January - 2004 December 2,556
Geotail 1992 October - 1997 June 1,352

Interball 1 1995 August - 1998 December 1,771
Magion 4 1996 March - 1997 August 119
Prognoz 8 1981 January - 1981 September 71
Prognoz 10 1985 May - 1985 November 31
THEMIS A 2007 June - 2008 November 1,183
THEMIS B 2007 June - 2008 November 1,693
THEMIS C 2007 June - 2008 November 1,984
THEMIS D 2007 June - 2008 November 877
THEMIS E 2007 June - 2008 November 820

Total 1981 January - 2008 November 12,522

Table 1. Distribution of magnetopause crossings obtained with each spacecraft in the Wang

et al. (2013) dataset, and the time ranges of those magnetopause crossings. Note that more than

half come from the THEMIS spacecraft.

Figure 5. Projections of the spatial distribution of the (Wang et al., 2013) dataset. On the

left, clockwise from top are GSE Y-X, Y-Z, and X-Z plots which provide a “top-down”, “nose-

on”, and “left-facing” view of the dataset, respectively. On the right is the same dataset folded

about the GSE X axis. The Y axis is labeled as “ρ” with reference to a cylindrical coordinate

system oriented along the GSE x-axis (ρ =
√
y2 + z2). Note the extreme density of crossings near

the nose of the magnetopause.
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ters maximize it, thereby obtaining a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the op-352

timal parameters for this dataset. This framework was chosen for several reasons. First,353

this framework is statistically valid for almost any model function, unlike many other354

optimization frameworks such as nonlinear least squares fitting. It can also deal with highly355

correlated parameters well, as it does not involve calculation of the derivative of the co-356

variance matrix. It also gives a sense of the correlation and uncertainty in each param-357

eter automatically via analysis of the posterior distribution.358

The “posterior distribution” in Bayesian statistics is the conditional probability of
event A occurring given event B, written as P (A|B). For model optimization, consider
event A to be the model parameters to be in some state, and event B to be the observed
data the model is being fit to. The parameters for which this probability distribution
is maximized are therefore the parameters most likely responsible for producing the ob-
served data and can be thought of as “best fit” parameters. Denote the parameters of
the tractrix model as a vector θ consisting of s0, s1, s2 and w0, w1, w2, the n observed
magnetopause crossing positions xn as x, and the solar wind conditions BS,n and Pdyn,n

associated with each crossing as vectors BS and Pdyn. Via Bayes’s theorem, this dis-
tribution is given by

P (θ|x,BS ,Pdyn) =
P (θ)P (x,BS ,Pdyn|θ)

P (x,BS ,Pdyn)
(20)

P (θ), the probability of the parameters being in a particular state θ, is known as359

the prior, and represents what is believed to be true about the parameters. For param-360

eters representing physical quantities, this would encode physical constraints on the quan-361

tities involved (e.g. mass must always be positive, velocities must not exceed c, frequen-362

cies are expected to be observed in a Gaussian distribution around some natural frequency,363

etc.). The more information one has about the parameters involved, the more compli-364

cated a prior one could construct. However, the shape of the prior heavily influences the365

shape of the posterior, so in general it is good to be conservative with one’s choice of prior.366

In the case of this fit procedure, for s2, w2 < 0, note that − 1
s2
,− 1

w2
> 1, and there-367

fore that standoff position would increase for increasing dynamic pressure, which is known368

to be nonphysical (Spreiter & Alksne, 1969). The prior distribution is therefore given369

by P (θ) = 1 for s2 > 0 and w2 > 0, and P (θ) = 0 everywhere else. This is known as370

an “uninformed uniform prior”, and assumes within the stated bounds all parameters371

are equally likely (without considering the data).372

P (x,BS ,Pdyn), the probability of the evidence, is the probability that the spe-
cific data was obtained. Since the dataset does not change over the course of this anal-
ysis, P (x,BS ,Pdyn) is always constant. P (x,BS ,Pdyn|θ), the likelihood, is the prob-
ability the data was obtained given a set of parameters θ. This is akin to a “goodness-
of-fit” statistic in traditional fitting algorithms. Define a function dtrac(xn,θ, BS,n, Pdyn,n)
representing the distance between a given magnetopause crossing xn with solar wind con-
ditions BS,n and Pdyn,n and the tractrix surface defined by the model parameters θ. For
a perfect prediction, this distance would be zero, i.e. the crossing would be exactly on
the magnetopause surface. The ideal fitting state would be this quantity being zero for
every crossing in the dataset, so the likelihood is constructed to be a multidimensional
Gaussian distribution centered on this hypothetical point:

P (x|θ, BS , Pdyn) ∝ σ2exp(−1

2

∑
n

dtrac(xn,θ, BS,n, Pdyn,n)2

σ2
) (21)

This distribution is maximized where dtrac is minimized in parameter space. Note also373

the parameter σ, which is a constant uncertainty in position for all crossings. This pa-374

rameter, the width of the higher dimensional Gaussian, will also be estimated as part375
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of the MCMC procedure. It can be used as a measure on the general uncertainty inher-376

ent to the model.377

Via taking the natural logarithm of Equation 20 (using the likelihood given by Equa-
tion 21) the expression for the posterior can be found without needing to worry about
the constant normalization factors such as P (x,BS ,Pdyn):

lnP (θ, BS , Pdyn|x) = −1

2

∑
n

dtrac(xn,θ, BS,n, Pdyn,n)2

σ2
+ln (σ2)+ln (P (x))+const. (22)

Due to the natural logarithm, the normalization constants fall out of the expression and378

do not affect where the distribution is maximized. Furthermore, the term lnσ2 that re-379

sults from taking the natural logarithm serves to “punish” the posterior if an arbitrar-380

ily large uncertainty is assumed.381

Instead of directly sampling Equation 22, which would be computationally expen-382

sive for seven parameters and the very large dataset, an affine-invariant ensemble sam-383

pler for Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used to estimate the posterior distribu-384

tion (Goodman & Weare, 2010). This is a version of a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.385

Qualitatively, a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm involves initializing a large number of “walk-386

ers” in parameter space that iteratively random walk through the parameter space and387

sample the posterior at each location in parameter space they are located at for each step388

in the chain. They then randomly accept or reject their last move in the chain, with weight-389

ing based on the relative values of the posterior at each location. Since the equilibrium390

state of this process is the true probability density of the posterior, with enough itera-391

tions an estimate of the posterior distribution is obtained.392

The combined dataset is randomly split into a training set containing 80% of the393

crossings, and a validation dataset containing the remaining 20% of the crossings. Ini-394

tial positions for the walkers are obtained by running the algorithm on training data that395

has been randomly downsampled to 10% of its original size. Since the computation time396

of each step in the chain is directly related to the size of the dataset, this reduces com-397

putation time by a factor of 10 and allows the larger chain to converge more quickly. The398

python package emcee was used to wrap the setup of the walkers and chain (Foreman-399

Mackey et al., 2013). The full chain is run for 100,000 iterations, discarding the first 398400

steps in the chain and thinning by a factor of 45 to account for autocorrelation (τmax =401

199, τmin = 90). A parameter called the “autocorrelation time” τ can be calculated for402

each parameter, and serves as a measure of how many iterations it takes for walkers to403

“forget” their previous positions in each dimension of the parameter space. τmax and τmin404

are the maximum and minimum such times across the dimensions of the parameter space.405

Qualitatively, autocorrelation is the tendency of walkers to take some time to move to406

a new location in parameter space and “forget” their old one. By discarding a large num-407

ber of points (≈ 2τmax) at the start of the chain, the walkers are given time to both “for-408

get” their initial position and distribute themselves evenly throughout parameter space.409

By discarding all but one position of the chain every n iterations for some n ≈ 0.5τmin,410

one can ensure that each iteration in the chain can be considered to be independent.411

The maximum of this downsampled distribution is taken as initial parameters for412

the full-dataset chain. The larger chain was iterated 10,000 times, discarding the first413

352 steps in the chain and thinning by a factor of 33 (τmax = 176, τmin = 66). The414

maximum likelihood estimate of the optimal parameters for the tractrix model on the415

training dataset is given in Table 2. A representation of the full multidimensional pos-416

terior distribution is given as Figure 6. On the diagonal of the figure are the one dimen-417

sional probability distributions for each parameter, and the off-diagonal elements are two418

dimensional histograms representing the joint probability distributions of each pair of419

parameters. By inspecting the off-diagonal elements of the figure, covariances and cor-420

relations between parameters can be identified. The ideal case is for all distributions to421
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Parameter Value Uncertainty

s0 14.56 ±0.06
s1 -0.0398 ±0.0200
s2 5.70 ±0.21
w0 32.34 ±0.16
w1 -0.247 ±0.042
w2 12.24 ±1.43
σ 1.91 ±0.06

Table 2. Optimal parameters for the tractrix model on the training dataset. Quoted uncertain-

ties are the standard deviation of each one dimensional probability distribution.

be one dimensional Gaussian distributions on the diagonal and two dimensional Gaus-422

sian distributions off the diagonal.423

The posterior distribution is locally Gaussian for all parameters except for w1 and424

w2, which have a slight double-peak structure. This means that there are two values of425

these parameters that locally maximize the posterior, with only one being the global max-426

imum. What this implies physically is that there may be two solar wind condition de-427

pendencies sampled by this study, with one being dominant. This could be two “modes”428

that the magnetosphere operates in with one being dominant, or some difference between429

the dawn and dusk tail magnetopause. This behavior is difficult to identify in the full430

dataset due to its size, and would be missed with a simple optimization algorithm that431

would leave the local minimum. This bimodal tail behavior is outside the scope of this432

project, but is an example of potentially new physics being uncovered via a machine learn-433

ing algorithm, and will be the subject of future investigation. Since the global maximum434

has more than twice the likelihood of the other local maximum, the global maximum will435

be used in subsequent analyses and is quoted in Table 2.436

The optimized functions for subsolar point distance and asymptotic tail width are437

illustrated in the form of contour plots in Figure 7 and as slices through each contour438

plot in Figure 8. The optimized function for the standoff distance s predicts that the sub-439

solar distance moves inward for increasing BS , which is consistent with shear magnetic440

field reconnecting in the nose eroding the dayside magnetopause. It is worth noting that441

the countours shown here appear very different from usual contours of this type due to442

the use of BS instead of Bz. Specifically, the discontinuity associated with the transi-443

tion from southward to northward Bz is not present, since BS is a continuous control444

parameter for dayside reconnection in this model. The tractrix model predicts that tail445

width w depends more strongly on the IMF orientation and strength than the subsolar446

point position does, which is supported by some prior observations and modeling (Maezawa,447

1975). Additionally the model incorporates that the effect of BS is smaller for high dy-448

namic pressure and the effect of dynamic pressure is smaller for large BS , a phenomenon449

that has been reported previously (Roelof & Sibeck, 1993).450

4 Comparison with Existing Models451

To examine the strengths and weaknesses of this model, its performance is com-452

pared against several other empirical models. The models selected are Shue et al. (1998);453

Petrinec and Russell (1996); Chao et al. (2002); Lin et al. (2010); and Lu et al. (2011).454

Shue et al. (1998) is the most widely used magnetopause model, and consists of a conic455

section rotated about the Sun-Earth line with eight tunable parameters. Petrinec and456

Russell (1996) was one of the first models with dependence on solar wind parameters to457

focus on the tail, and has performed well in other global studies. Chao et al. (2002) uses458
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Figure 6. A corner plot showing the full seven dimensional probability distribution. Along

the diagonal is the one dimensional probability distribution for each parameter, whereas off the

diagonal are two dimensional convolved probability distributions for each pair of parameters.

The locations of the maximum likelihood parameters are highlighted in orange. Close to the

maximum likelihoods, contours of equal probability are estimated, with the bins of the two di-

mensional histograms plotted overtop. Far from the maximum likelihood, the locations of each

walker in the chain at each iteration are plotted. Note that σ, the higher dimensional Gaussian

width of the posterior, is also estimated as part of this procedure, the 1D distribution of which is

shown in the bottom right. Created using the python package corner (Foreman-Mackey, 2016).
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predicted by the tractrix model with the optimized Equations 15 and 16, with dynamic pressure
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Figure 9. Spatial structure of the tractrix model and the five other models compared

in this study on the dayside (left) and the far magnetotail (right). The black dotted line

on the left is the lowest inclination of nose crossings in the dataset. The input parameters

used are average input parameters for the combined dataset (Pdyn = 2.34nPa, BIMF =

[0.058nT,−0.26nT,−0.049nT ], BS = 2.58nT , and a dipole tilt angle of 6.3◦). For non-

axisymmetric models Lu et al. (2011) and Lin et al. (2010), their structure in the meridional

plane is shown. The tractrix has a larger subsolar distance than other models because it does not

assume the magnetopause is locally circular at the nose.

the same overall form as Shue et al. (1998) with an updated standoff function. It was459

trained on higher quality solar wind data, and it is the best-performing model that uses460

the functional form of Shue et al. (1998). Lu et al. (2011) is an empirical model trained461

on an MHD simulation of the Earth’s magnetosphere instead of satellite observations,462

which was done in part to account for the fact that magnetopause crossing data in the463

tail is sparse. Lin et al. (2010) is one of the most complicated empirical magnetopause464

models, with over twenty tunable parameters. It takes into account dawn/dusk and north/south465

asymmetries, as well as cusp indentations. One notable absence from this list is the ma-466

chine learning model of Wang et al. (2013), whose dataset is used again in this study.467

While at the time of publication the authors of Wang et al. (2013) intended to provide468

the model as a publicly accessible utility, such plans never came to fruition. The Wang469

et al. (2013) machine learning model is sufficiently involved that reproducing elements470

of the model without the the original code and environment would not provide a fair com-471

parison. In subsequent sections, the performance of these models and the tractrix model472

close to the Earth are quantitatively compared using the portion of the validation dataset473

from the Wang et al. (2013) dataset, and in the tail using the portion from the ARTEMIS474

dataset.475

To qualitatively illustrate the differences between the models considered here, their476

shape in the meridional plane is plotted on the dayside and in the far tail in Figure 9.477

On the dayside, the tractrix predicts a much larger standoff position than any other model.478

This is due to the fact that the tractrix magnetopause is not locally circular at the nose479
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as models based on conic sections are, but is instead “blunt” at the nose. This is reflected480

in gas dynamic models (Spreiter et al., 1966) and machine learning models (Wang et al.,481

2013). Observations of the magnetopause made very close to the nose are actually quite482

rare, most crossings that are called “nose crossings” actually occur some distance from483

the Sun-Earth line. If one considers the angle between the vector to a given crossing and484

the Sun-Earth line, there are very few crossings in this dataset that are observed within485

17.5 degrees of the Sun-Earth line. It is difficult to locate this cone by eye without fold-486

ing the dataset about the Sun-Earth line (See the right side of Figure 5). A black line487

with an inclination angle of 17.5◦ is plotted in Figure 9, and corresponds to the location488

of this cone in the dataset. The only model compared to in this study that shows the489

spatial distribution of magnetopause crossings used to optimize it, Lin et al. (2010), ob-490

served a similar lack of crossings in this region of the nose in their dataset (Figure 1d).491

For models that are locally circular at the nose, the magnetopause distance from the Earth492

at some inclination angle is essentially the magnetopause distance at the subsolar point.493

In the case of the tractrix, there is a significant difference between the magnetopause po-494

sition at the subsolar point and the magnetopause distance at some inclination angle.495

Subsequent analysis shows that the tractrix has good predictive performance in this area496

of the magnetopause (see Figure 11), so this may expose a performance vulnerability of497

the other models in this study.498

In the tail, the tendency of conic section-based models Shue et al. (1998), Chao et499

al. (2002), and Lu et al. (2011) to flare outward continuously along the tail can be clearly500

seen. Petrinec and Russell (1996) reaches an asymptotic tail width using an inverse trigono-501

metric function, but generally predicts a smaller tail width than the tractrix model. While502

Lin et al. (2010) is a conic section-based model that does not asymptotically reach a con-503

stant tail width, its functional form suppresses this effect such that it cannot be observed504

in the figure. The slope of the tractrix curve is smaller on the dayside than any other505

model, since every other model in this study has a blunt, spherical nose. On the night-506

side, the tractrix has a larger slope than any other model until about −45RE GSE X,507

after which models that flare outward strongly ((Shue et al., 1998), (Chao et al., 2002))508

overtake the tractrix’s downtail expansion rate. (Lin et al., 2010) and (Petrinec & Rus-509

sell, 1996) always expand more slowly than the tractrix over reasonable distances down-510

tail. This means that the tractrix gets to its maximum opening (asymptotic width) slower511

than both of these models.512

4.1 Near-Earth Performance513

To quantify the performance of a given model, the model magnetopause surface is514

constructed for each crossing in the validation dataset using its associated solar wind con-515

ditions, then the distance from that crossing to the closest point on the model surface516

is calculated. This distance will subsequently be referred to as the uncertainty. A smaller517

uncertainty corresponds to a more accurate prediction for the associated crossing. This518

is akin to the dtrac function used in the likelihood (Equation 21), but can be extended519

to all the models compared to in this study. By calculating the uncertainties for the por-520

tion of the validation dataset that lies between −15RE and 15RE GSE X, the tractrix’s521

performance can be investigated in a region that has been the focus of most empirical522

modeling efforts.523

To investigate the performance of the tractrix in different spatial regions, the un-524

certainties are split into 1RE square bins in GSE X and GSE ρ, then each bin is aver-525

aged (ρ in this case referencing a cylindrical coordinate system oriented around the GSE526

X axis, see Figure 4). Thus by considering which bins have smaller uncertainties a sense527

can be obtained of where the tractrix model has the best performance. The binned un-528

certainties are presented in Figure 10, with the relative number of crossings in each bin529

represented as the size of each bin. The highest density of crossings occurs close to the530

nose roughly from 9RE to 14RE GSE X and 3RE to 5RE GSE ρ. In this area, the trac-531
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Figure 10. Binned and averaged uncertainties of the tractrix model on the near-Earth portion

of the validation dataset, plotted as a function of GSE X and GSE ρ (see Figure 4 for a definition

of ρ). A darker bin corresponds to a higher uncertainty. The relative size of each bin corresponds

to the relative number of crossings it contains (bins with more than 15 crossings are full sized).

For reference, the largest bin at x = 9RE , ρ = 3RE contains 76 crossings.
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Figure 11. Difference between the average uncertainty for each model compared to in this

study and the tractrix model in each 1RE square bin in GSE X and and GSE ρ (as in Figure

10), with the tractrix uncertainties also plotted for convenience. A blue bin indicates the tractrix

outperforming the model being compared to, and a red bin indicate the tractrix performing worse

than the model being compared to. The relative size of each bin corresponds to the relative num-

ber of crossings in each bin (bins with more than 15 crossings are full sized). The tractrix has

better performance than all other models near the nose when the nose is extended (within about

3RE of the largest GSE X position) and on the “closer half” of the nightside region.

trix has an average uncertainty of 0.71RE . Over the entirety of this portion of the val-532

idation dataset, the tractrix has an average uncertainty of 0.98RE .533

For each of the other models, the model magnetopause surface is constructed for534

each crossing in the validation dataset using its associated solar wind conditions, then535

the shortest distance from that crossing to the model surface is calculated exactly as was536

done with the tractrix. These uncertainties were then binned and averaged according537

to the same scheme as was used to create the data presented in Figure 10. Then, the trac-538

trix uncertainty in each bin was subtracted from the model uncertainty in order to com-539

pare the performance of the tractrix relative to each model. In Figure 11 the difference540

between each model’s uncertainty and the tractrix’s uncertainty are plotted in the same541

manner as Figure 10, but in this case blue bins indicate the tractrix outperforming the542

model being compared to, and the red bins indicate the tractrix performing worse than543

the model being compared to. This technique is analogous to a “skill score”, a technique544

used in weather prediction (Benedetti, 2010). Note that for (Lin et al., 2010) and (Lu545

et al., 2011), magnetopause crossing positions are shifted into GSM coordinates since the546

models output surfaces in GSM coordinates. Since GSM and GSE share an x axis, the547

cylindrical binning scheme is the same in GSE and GSM coordinates.548

Some systematic trends are visible in the performance, likely due to the forced shapes549

of the models. It is important to point out that the tractrix has a performance vulner-550

ability for x ≤ 10RE , ρ ≤ 4RE as compared to all models except Lu et al. (2011). There551

are fewer crossings in these bins than in those in the far nose, so it’s possible that the552

magnetopause is less likely to be located in this spatial domain than in the other regions553

closest to the Sun-Earth line where there are more crossings. However, it is also impor-554
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Model
% Tractrix Outperforms
(−15RE < x < 15RE)

% Tractrix Outperforms
(Nose, ρ < 8RE , x > 6RE)

Shue et al. (1998) 50.6 56.9
Chao et al. (2002) 49.1 44.3

Petrinec and Russell (1996) 49.1 55.2
Lu et al. (2011) 70.5 72.2
Lin et al. (2010) 55.2 62.0

Table 3. Percentage of crossings more accurately predicted by the tractrix than each model, in

two regimes of the near-Earth portion of the dataset. A higher percentage corresponds to better

performance by the tractrix model. Note that the comparable/coin flip performance of the trac-

trix overall is drastically boosted at the nose, with the exception of its performance relative to

Chao et al. (2002).

tant to point out that the tractrix outperforms all other models near the magnetopause555

nose particularly when the nose is extended (within about 3RE of the largest GSE X po-556

sition on Figure 11). This standoff position is commonly used for space weather appli-557

cation and planning for science missions, demonstrating value for the model. This also558

indicates that the extended nose of the tractrix model may allow it to predict the mag-559

netopause location more accurately in this region. Additionally, the fact that the trac-560

trix opens more slowly than the other models compared to in this study allows it to also561

have superior performance on the nightside for the inner half of the crossings as com-562

pared to all other models. Furthermore, the tractrix can outperform the Lu et al. (2011)563

model over the majority of the spatial domain considered here.564

By calculating what percent of the time the tractrix has a closer prediction than565

a given model, that percentage can be used as a performance metric. The binning method566

used previously can be deceptive in that each bin does not necessarily contain the same567

amount of crossings; comparing the overall percentage of the time the tractrix is outper-568

forming a given model gives a different view of the tractrix’s performance that does not569

suffer from this effect. Table 3 contains the percentage of the crossings that were more570

accurately predicted by the tractrix model than each other model compared to in this571

study in two regimes. These regimes are the entire near-Earth dataset and a region roughly572

corresponding to the nose, chosen to be GSE ρ < 8RE , x > 6RE . The average uncer-573

tainty of each model in Earth radii can also be calculated for these two regimes, which574

is given in Table 4. It confirms what one could gather from Figure 11 qualitatively: the575

only model that it performs worse against near the nose than over the entire near-Earth576

dataset is Chao et al. (2002), which is likely due to the fact that it is trained on mag-577

netopause crossings that occurred during extreme solar wind conditions, which boosts578

its performance near the nose when the magnetopause is compressed. Over the entire579

near-Earth dataset the tractrix has essentially comparable performance to any given model580

(except Lu et al. (2011), which it consistently outperforms), whereas near the nose it has581

drastically increased performance for most nose geometries.582

4.2 Performance in the Magnetotail583

The tractrix model’s performance in the tail region can be evaluated in a similar584

manner as the previous section. The closest distance from each crossing in the ARTEMIS-585

obtained dataset to the tractrix magnetopause surface is calculated and taken as the un-586

certainty for that crossing. Then the uncertainties are split into 2RE square bins in GSE587

X and and GSE ρ and each bin is averaged. These binned uncertainties are plotted in588

Figure 12, with larger uncertainties represented by darker boxes, and the relative amount589
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Model
Uncertainty (RE)

(−15RE < x < 15RE)
Uncertainty (RE)

(Nose, ρ < 8RE , x > 6RE)

Tractrix 0.989 0.837
Shue et al. (1998) 1.02 1.07
Chao et al. (2002) 0.983 0.742

Petrinec and Russell (1996) 1.00 0.979
Lu et al. (2011) 1.90 1.74
Lin et al. (2010) 1.14 1.28

Table 4. Average uncertainty of each model for each of the regimes in Table 3 given in Earth

radii (entire near-Earth dataset and approximate nose region).

of crossings in each bin represented as the relative sizes of each bin. It is worth reiter-590

ating that the curved shape of the magnetopause crossing distribution is the result of591

the crossings being obtained with ARTEMIS-P1, a spacecraft constrained to a roughly592

10RE diameter orbit around the moon, and not the structure of the magnetopause. For593

example, it is not the case that the magnetopause is never found in the regions in the594

top right and bottom left of Figure 12, it is simply that ARTEMIS-P1 never flies through595

those regions and thus cannot sample the magnetopause there.596

The average width of the magnetotail in GSE is ρ̄ = 25.9RE . Within ∆ρ = ±1RE597

of ρ̄, the tractrix model can predict the magnetopause position within 1.25RE . Within598

∆ρ = ±4RE of ρ̄ (22RE ≤ ρ ≤ 30RE) the tractrix has an average uncertainty of 2.75RE .599

The more extreme tail widths that are sampled, the more the performance of the trac-600

trix falls off. For the most extreme (and commensurately most rare) tail widths, the trac-601

trix has an uncertainty of up to 20RE . This is likely due to the fact that the tractrix model602

is static, whereas the tail has been observed to be an environment for which the time his-603

tory of the solar wind conditions can influence its instantaneous shape. For instance, the604

magnetotail has been observed in simulations to “flap around” significantly in response605

to gradients in solar wind conditions, which could produce these extremely small (< 20RE)606

and extremely large (> 30RE) tail widths that could not be reproduced by a static model607

such as the tractrix (Borovsky, 2012). For prolonged periods of low BS , flux could also608

accumulate in the tail causing the tail to gradually increase in size in a way that the trac-609

trix model cannot capture. It may be the case that certain solar wind conditions would610

produce a magnetopause that does not open to a asymptotic width in the way that the611

tractrix predicts.612

Using the same uncertainty calculation, binning, and averaging scheme, the same613

comparison can be constructed for the other models. Then the performance of the mod-614

els can be compared in the same way as Figure 11. From Figure 13, it can be seen that615

no model reproduces these extreme tail widths particularly accurately. All models in this616

comparison are static in the sense that they only use instantaneous solar wind conditions617

to predict a global magnetopause shape, so it follows that they are not able to reproduce618

these time-dependent effects either. Some models are able to consistently predict the lo-619

cation of the magnetopause better than the tractrix for large or small tail widths. Lin620

et al. (2010) consistently predicts small tail width crossings better than the tractrix, which621

is possibly due to the fact that it incorporates dawn-dusk asymmetries which can com-622

press the magnetopause on the foreshock side.623

To account for the fact that the crossings are not evenly distributed in the bins of624

Figure 13, what percent of the time the tractrix has a closer prediction than a given model625

can again be calculated crossing-by-crossing. The percentage of the time the tractrix out-626

performs each given model on this dataset is given in Table 5. The average uncertainty627

of each model in Earth radii over the regimes considered in Table 5 is given in Table 6.628
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Figure 12. Binned and averaged uncertainties of the tractrix model on the ARTEMIS-

obtained portion of the validation dataset, plotted as a function of GSE X and GSE ρ (see

Figure 4 for a definition of ρ). A darker bin corresponds to a higher uncertainty. The relative size

of each bin corresponds to the relative number of crossings it contains (bins with more than 3

crossings are full sized). For reference, the largest bins at x = −52RE , ρ = 24RE , 28RE contain 7

crossings.
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Figure 13. Difference between the average uncertainty for each model compared to in this

study and the tractrix model in each 2RE square bin in GSE X and and GSE ρ (as in Figure

12), with the tractrix uncertainties also plotted for convenience. A blue bin indicates the trac-

trix outperforming the model being compared to, and a red bin indicate the tractrix performing

worse than the model being compared to. The relative size of each bin corresponds to the relative

number of crossings in each bin (bins with more than 3 crossings are full sized).
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Model
% Tractrix Outperforms

(Total)
% Tractrix Outperforms

(25.9RE ± 5RE)
% Tractrix Outperforms

(BS ≥ 3.14nT )

Shue et al. (1998) 45.8 39.2 56.3
Chao et al. (2002) 50.0 50.0 56.3

Petrinec and Russell (1996) 53.3 63.5 58.3
Lu et al. (2011) 55.1 54.1 70.8
Lin et al. (2010) 53.4 60.8 64.6

Table 5. Percentage of crossings more accurately predicted by the tractrix than each model

in the tail, across the entire tail dataset (column two), close to the average tail width (col-

umn three), and for BS greater than its average value of 3.14nT (column four). This is akin

to “Southward” IMF Bz. Note that the comparable/coin flip performance of the tractix overall

is improved significantly close to the average tail width, with the exception of its performance

relative to Shue et al. (1998). The tractrix also has significantly improved performance for large

BS , as it outperforms all other models considered in this study for BS greater than its average

value.

Model
Uncertainty (RE)

(Total)
Uncertainty (RE)
(25.9RE ± 5RE)

Uncertainty (RE)
(BS ≥ 3.14nT )

Tractrix 4.98 3.20 5.55
Shue et al. (1998) 4.81 2.95 6.18
Chao et al. (2002) 4.94 3.14 6.33

Petrinec and Russell (1996) 5.48 4.45 6.42
Lu et al. (2011) 4.89 3.15 6.07
Lin et al. (2010) 5.12 3.17 6.43

Table 6. Average uncertainty of each model for each of the regimes in Table 5 given in Earth

radii (entire ARTEMIS-obtained dataset, within 5RE of the average tail width, and larger than

average BS).

Over the entire dataset, note that the tractrix has better performance than two of the629

models, but for all models except Petrinec and Russell (1996) each model has essentially630

coin-flip odds of being the better model. If the considered crossings are limited to ones631

that occurred within 5RE of the average tail width, one can see that the tractrix signif-632

icantly outperforms every model except Shue et al. (1998) (which also does better in to-633

tal performance in the tail). Interestingly, for crossings with a large associated BS , the634

tractrix also has significantly improved performance. For crossings associated with a greater-635

than-average BS (i.e. BS ≥ 3.14nT ) the tractrix outperforms all models considered in636

this study. Since prolonged large values of BS correspond to the formation of substorms637

in the same way prolonged southward IMF Bz does, this could indicate that the trac-638

trix is better at predicting the position of the tail as its diameter changes during sub-639

storms than other empirical models, or that steady reconnection helps mitigate flux ac-640

cumulation in the tail thereby achieving a more constant tail width (Maezawa, 1975).641

5 Conclusions642

The tractrix model of the magnetopause advances our understanding of the mag-643

netospheric system because it allows us to perform magnetopause fitting to a functional644

form that has physical basis, unlike any previously derived model. To draw an analogy,645

we could in principle fit particle distributions to arbitrary functional forms (as we cur-646
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rently do for magnetopause crossings). Instead, we fit them to functions such as Maxwellians,647

power laws, and kappa functions (Collier, 1993), which have physical basis. In the case648

of Maxwellians, a connection to the central limit theorem and collision operators allows649

us to connect the parameters of the fit function to physical properties of the plasma. The650

tractrix model of the magnetopause is a step towards placing the characterization of the651

magnetopause shape onto a similar physical basis.652

Another advantage of the tractrix model is its simplicity. John von Neumann fa-653

mously stated “With four parameters I can fit an elephant, and with five I can make him654

wiggle his trunk”, which has been shown to be literally true (Mayer et al., 2010). Even655

though the magnetosphere is not an elephant (despite it having a nose and a tail), John656

von Neumann’s point that models with fewer free parameters have greater predictive power657

still applies. The tractrix model has only six tunable parameters, less than half that of658

some models considered in this study such as Lin et al. (2010). However, it still has com-659

parable or better performance than the models considered in this study for the major-660

ity of regimes, and outperforms Lin et al. (2010) across both sections of the dataset.661

The MCMC machine learning method utilized in this study highlights the poten-662

tial of machine learning methods to uncover new physics. Instead of an optimization al-663

gorithm that seeks to simply minimize some loss parameter, estimating the posterior dis-664

tribution allows one to uncover local extrema that could represent other physical states665

of the system that are not the dominant state captured by the maximum likelihood pa-666

rameters. Even though the tractrix model is fairly simple, its scientific utility is boosted667

by the algorithm used to calculate its optimal state.668

One limitation of current observations emphasized by this study is the fact that669

single-point spacecraft observations make comparing any model to the instantaneous global670

shape of the magnetopause impossible. This is a major challenge for the study of many671

processes that control the arrangement of Earth’s magnetosphere, especially magnetic672

reconnection. Upcoming magnetopause imaging missions such as the Lunar Environment673

Heliospheric X-ray Imager (LEXI) and the joint ESA-CSA Solar wind Magnetosphere674

Ionosphere Link Explorer (SMILE) mission will provide near instantaneous (integration675

time in minutes or tens-of-minutes) imaging of the global magnetopause for comparison676

to models like the one presented here.677

Appendix A Libraries for Python and IDL678

An implementation of the tractrix model is available for Python via pip or man-679

ual download from the public GitHub repository at the URL https://github.com/connor680

-obrien888/tractrix-python. An implementation of the tractrix model is available681

for IDL via manual download from the public GitHub repository at the URL https://682

github.com/connor-obrien888/tractrix-IDL. Versions compatible with SPEDAS and683

pySPEDAS are under development and will be available at the above URLs.684
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Figure S1. The tractrix model surface for mean values of BS and Pdyn (2.64nT and 2.40nPa),

as well as for maximum and minimum compression. Maximum compression corresponds to the

maximum values of BS and Pdyn (17.0nT and 58.2nPa). Minimum compression corresponds to

the minimum values of BS and Pdyn (0.00nT and 0.182nPa).
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Figure S2. Slope of model curves for each model considered in this study. On the nightside, the

tractrix has a larger slope than any other model until about −45RE GSE X, after which models

that flare outward strongly (Shue et al. (1998), Chao et al. (2002)) overtake the tractrix’s downtail

expansion rate. Lin et al. (2010) and Petrinec and Russell (1996) always expand more slowly

than the tractrix over reasonable distances downtail. Note the small discontinuity at −45RE

GSE X for Petrinec and Russell (1996) where the model switches from its dayside functional

form to its nightside functional form.
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Figure S3. Mean solar wind dynamic pressure associated with each crossing, binned using the

same scheme as Figure 10 in the main text. Note that the closest crossings to the Earth in the

nose happen for extreme solar wind dynamic pressure, likely contributing to Chao et al. (2002)

outperforming the tractrix in this region due to its specialized training dataset.
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Figure S4. Standard deviation of solar wind dynamic pressure associated with each crossing,

binned using the same scheme as Figure 10 in the main text.
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